Instant relief for back issue problems.

Alfred Jaeger, Inc., your one source for back volumes in all subject disciplines.

Our comprehensive inventory is sure to include the exact material you need from all over the world. That's why we've been a primary source for libraries for 40 years. Simply send us your list of requirements and we'll respond promptly. Come visit our homepage at the address www.ajaeger.com. By the way, we'll also be glad to purchase your duplicate copies.

So for instant relief of back issue problems, Jaeger is the prescription. Contact us today. Write or call Toll Free 1-800-969-JAGR.

ALFRED JAEGGER INC.
Dept. AG, P.O. Box 9009, Commack, NY 11725-9009
Gentlemen: Please send your latest catalog and brochure.

Name
Title
Company/Facility
Address
City State Zip
Phone
Fax

66 Austin Boulevard
Commack, NY 11725
Phone (516) 543-1500
Fax (516) 543-1537
http://www.ajaeger.com
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SEARCH YOUR SOUL

For every librarian who has longed for the ultimate truth on forthcoming in print and out-of-print books... your prayers have been answered. Presenting Title Source II. It is, very simply, the most comprehensive database for verified bibliographic information on over 2 million U.S. books. Available on the Web and updated daily, Title Source II puts deeper knowledge at your fingertips. Key word searches over 70,000 tables of contents and 500,000+ annotations. Delve into seemingly infinite review citations from all the major journals, or browse Library of Congress subject headings, LC and Dewey classifications, and General, Academic, and BISAC subject categories. You can even download MARC records for use with the library's local system. For more information, visit our Web site at www.btebis.com. Title Source II. It's simply heavenly.

Electronic Business & Information Services
a unit of Baker & Taylor, Inc.
Introducing a Better Approach to Approval Plans

At Academic Book Center, we build our Approval Plan Service around you... your library's very individual, very specific collection development profile.

It's not a formula. It's not a mechanized process. It's a human, one-to-one, book-in-hand review precisely executed to meet your criteria and unique perspective — all backed up by state-of-the-art computer systems.

We're helping libraries around the world build relevant and useful collections, efficiently. And we're delivering measurable results.

• Our Approval Plan customers enjoy return rates lower than 3.2%.
• Ninety-percent of new titles arrive within 30 days of publication.

With the comprehensive coverage of more than 1,200 domestic publisher imprints and optional coverage of 10,000 UK titles, we offer Approval Plans that support your collection strategies.

Your profile. Our resources. That's how great collections grow.

*Who is the woman in this profile?
Name her in our online contest at www.acbc.com and you may be the winner of a classic set of mugs!
Location, location, location

Index to Scientific & Technical Proceedings™ on CD-ROM
Index to Social Sciences & Humanities Proceedings™ on CD-ROM

Location is everything, especially when it comes to valuable conference data. Because if your patrons don’t know where to look, they just won’t uncover the important information they need. That’s why we put it all in two easily accessible places: Index to Scientific & Technical Proceedings on CD-ROM and Index to Social Sciences & Humanities Proceedings on CD-ROM.

Updated quarterly, ISTP® and ISSHP® on CD-ROM provide complete bibliographic data on the most recently published conference proceedings from around the world. Your patrons can explore data from 1 million science papers from 26,000 conference proceedings and about 200,000 social sciences and humanities papers from 24,000 conference proceedings. (Even more when you consider the quarterly updates!) ...All available months before — sometimes years before — appearing in the journal literature. Which makes ISTP and ISSHP the perfect places for performing retrospective searches of the proceedings literature.

ISTP and ISSHP on CD-ROM are also ideal for acquisition decisions. In fact, the contents listings show every paper in each proceedings volume. So it’s easy to determine which volumes meet your library’s needs.

Turn your library into the premium location for locating conference data — subscribe to ISTP and ISSHP on CD-ROM today.

ISTP and ISSHP. It’s all in where you look.

For more information, contact ISI today:

1-800-336-4474 (United States, Canada, and Mexico) +81-3-5218-6530 (Japan)
+44-1895-270016 (Europe, Africa, and the Middle East) +65-338-7747 (Asia/Pacific, excluding Japan)

Institute for Scientific Information®
Publisher of Current Contents® and Science Citation Index®
United States • Europe • Japan • Singapore
www.isinet.com
Dawson Information Quest is the powerful web-based research, access, delivery and management tool that connects you and your end-users directly to electronic content.

Here are just a few of the many sophisticated features of Dawson IQ that are sure to raise your e-journal IQ to new heights:

- High-powered search engine and comprehensive front end to scientific, technical, medical, humanities, and social sciences content
- Over 10,000,000 tables of content entries from more than 20,000 journals
- Desktop delivery of full text journal articles from major publishers, including American Institute of Physics, Springer-Verlag, Academic Press, MIT Press, and many more!
- IQ Alerts, a sophisticated current awareness service delivered to your email address
- Multiple payment and delivery options, including fax document delivery and Pay-Per-View

It doesn’t take a genius to see that all you need to manage your e-journal collection is the right tool—Dawson IQ!

For more information, contact your Faxon sales representative at 1-800-766-0039.

A free trial of Dawson Information Quest is now available at www.informationquest.com.
There are three kinds of academic library booksellers:

the many, who wonder what’s happened; the not so few, who feel they are victims of events beyond their control; and the one bookseller who sees new opportunities amidst the confusion.

While any vendor might establish leadership for a short time in one service area, only one vendor, **YBP**, has taken the lead – in performance, technological innovation, close partnerships, customer service – for so many years.

Our secret?

**Leading Minds**
Working with library leaders to shape the future.

**Thinking Minds**
Working with librarians to define service excellence.

**Focused Minds**
Creating customer satisfaction every day.

Our people!
Time IS NO LONGER an issue

...because only ProQuest Direct SiteBuilder™ allows you to insert Durable Links™ from articles into your own Web site. Today, tomorrow, ten years from now — the links always remain the same, so your students and patrons can retrieve the information they need, when they need it.

And ProQuest Direct SiteBuilder lets your homepage become a SEAMLESS, single point of access for custom searching, electronic reserve rooms, distance learning, database table of contents, and much more.

Time is endless, and so are the possibilities.

PROQUEST
Delivering a universe of research possibilities

Now you can take full advantage of the world's premier research databases — the ISI® citation databases — through the Web of Science®. This powerful Web-based solution unlocks remarkable searching capabilities and enables you to search further, faster, and more comprehensively than ever before.

Others may offer Web access. But none can match the power of the navigational and retrieval options made possible only through the links inherent in citation data. This ability to take a known, relevant paper or work and find other, more recent papers that cite it enables you to track developments backward and forward in time, and discover valuable research you may not otherwise have considered.

Break out of the confines traditional databases impose:

- select any combination of citation databases from which to search
- choose any time period
- locate all cited authors, not just first authors
- sort results by date, relevance, author, or journal
- export, print, and download records
- electronically order full-text documents from the ISI document delivery service, ISI Document Solution™
- link to full-text articles
- and so much more

1-800-336-4474 (North America)  +81-3-5218-6530 (Japan)
+44-1895-270016 (Europe)        +65-338-7747 (Asia/Pacific)

Institute for Scientific Information®
United States • Europe • Japan • Singapore
www.isinet.com
Whether you are a highly experienced research chemist looking for that crucial molecule or a lab technician wondering about the safe disposal of toxic chemicals, the significant facts and dynamic research in your field of chemistry are right at your fingertips 24 hours a day, 7-days a week whether you are at work, on the road, or at home. From fast-reading communications in organic chemistry to authoritative, peer-reviewed research in biochemistry to regulatory news in environmental science, ACS Web Editions bring critical knowledge to you through innovative features such as:

**ARTICLES ASAP:** Fully edited articles with complete graphics and links ready online anywhere from two weeks to three months before the article is available in print.

**ASAP ALERTS:** Free e-mail announcements of newly available Articles ASAP from the ACS Web Editions journals of your choice. The ASAP Alerts e-mail message contains complete bibliographic information and the direct URL link to the full article.

**ARTICLES ON COMMAND:**

If you or your library do not subscribe to a specific journal, you can still get the information you need instantaneously through Articles on Command. Search the entire ACS Web Editions archive all the way back to January 1996 by journal, author, title, keyword, year, page number, or manuscript number. Choose exactly what you need, and Articles on Command will deliver online access to the article directly to you for only $25 per article via online Mastercard or Visa purchase.

**FULL-TEXT AND ABSTRACT SEARCHING:** Browse and search across a specific journal or across all ACS Web Editions publications by author, title, keyword, abstract, table of contents or year.

**LINKS TO REFERENCES IN OTHER ACS JOURNALS:** ACS articles cited in an ACS article are linked to each other.

**LINKS TO OTHER DATABASES:** Several journals connect to outside databases, including PubMed, Medline, GenBank, and Protein Data Bank.

**SUPPORTING INFORMATION:** Additional information on experimental procedures is provided online at no extra charge.

New and innovative features are being added all the time!

**ORDER NOW!**

American Chemical Society, Member & Subscriber Services
Dept. L-0011,Columbus, OH 43268-0011 U.S.A.
Phone: 1-800-333-9511 (in the U.S.) or 614-447-3776 Fax: 614-447-3611 E-mail: service@acs.org

---

**Setting industry standards in ease of use, speed, content, and delivery!**

- 1.4 million+ hits in 1998
- 1.3 million+ articles downloaded in 1998
- Server up 98.41% of the time
- 20,000 Articles ASAP delivered
- 80-100 articles put up daily
- Creating quality electronic journals since 1986
CAN YOUR WEB PAC DO THIS?

Speak in any language?
CARLweb uses Unicode-based architecture and can present any language—even with non-Roman characters.

Speak to children?
CARLweb is built by the interface design experts who built Kid’s Catalog.™ CARLweb’s reference pathfinders and easy searching capabilities are perfect for young searchers.

Speak to scholars as well as novices?
CARLweb presents powerful search capabilities with easy access interfaces.

Speak in multimedia?
CARLweb provides outstanding integration and presentation with your photo, sound, and video collections.

See how CARLweb meets the needs of all your users and staff. Visit us on the World Wide Web at www.carl.org or come to ALA Midwinter booth #1806.

For more information about CARL, call or visit our website.

888 439-2275
www.carl.org

Access for all.
The Premier Abstracting and Indexing Sources for History are Now Online

**HISTORICAL ABSTRACTS**
Roger W. Davis, Managing Editor

*Historical Abstracts* is the reference tool to use for historical research about the world (excluding North America) from 1450 to the present. Published since 1955, it is the most complete annotated bibliography for world history and related disciplines that is available. Each year, editors add over 20,000 entries of interest to historians and related other researchers.

---

**AMERICA: HISTORY AND LIFE**
Angela Sturgeon, Managing Editor

*America: History and Life* focuses on the history of the United States and Canada from prehistory to the present. It covers key English-language historical journals, selected historical journals from major countries, state and local history journals and a targeted selection of journals from related disciplines. Each year, approximately 16,000 new entries are added to the database.

"...nothing out there is comparable at all in covering historical scholarly resources. Enthusiastically recommended."

*Library Journal, February 1, 1999*

---

Try *Historical Abstracts* and *America: History and Life* for FREE
Please call a sales specialist at 800-368-6868 for your free trial access

ABC CLIO

---

130 Cremona Drive, P.O. Box 1911, Santa Barbara, CA 93116-1911
Telephone: 800-368-6868  Fax: 805-685-9685  Web Site: www.abc-clio.com

Photo Courtesy of Santa Barbara Historical Society
The Wiley Encyclopedia of Environmental Pollution and Cleanup
Concise 2-Volume Set
Edited by Robert A. Meyers, Ramtech, Ltd., Tarzana, CA

In today's world, the general public is confronted with environmental issues in ever-increasing frequency. This condensed version of the 8-volume Encyclopedia of Environmental Analysis and Remediation provides a quick and convenient source of information on environmental hazards and the various methods employed to detect and repair them.

Designed for anyone interested in environmental issues and structured to provide answers to questions on the hottest topics in environmental science, this work consolidates the existing literature into an easy-to-understand manner. Featuring extensive illustrations and references, this encyclopedia details all aspects of pollution measurement, risk assessment, cleanup, and disposal of water, air, soil, industrial and nuclear waste, and nuclear and chemical weapons.

Consisting of over 280 carefully reviewed, alphabetically arranged, up-to-date articles written by authorities in the that particular area, this unique guide examines today's and tomorrow's most relevant environmental topics, including:

- Air Pollution
- Environmental Law and Regulation
- Environmental Sampling and Analysis
- Hazardous Waste Cleanup
- Pollution in the Biosphere
- Waste Reclamation
- Health Effects of Pollution
- Transport of Waste
- Nuclear Waste
- Regulatory and Economic Policies

0-471-31612-1  2-volumes  1,800pp.  Feb. 1999

$249 through 4/15/99; $295 thereafter

OTHER TITLES IN THE SERIES...

ENERGY TECHNOLOGY AND THE ENVIRONMENT
Edited by Attilio Bisio and Sharon G. Boots
"This publication lives up to every expectation that one might have of an encyclopedia dealing with energy technologies and their environmental impact...This reviewer is pleased to recommend this work to everyone involved in the topics encompassed in the scope of energy technology and its environmental aspects, and would hope to see it appearing on the shelves of reference sections in libraries throughout the institutions of higher education and research."
—Process, Safety, and Environmental Protection
1995  $900.00

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS AND REMEDIATION
From the Reviews...
"...the definitive reference work to all aspects of environmental analysis, pollution prevention, and clean-up."—Environmental Management
0-471-11708-0  8-volumes  5488 pp.
1998  $2,500.00

Contact your local vendor

THE WILEY ENCYCLOPEDIA OF ENERGY AND THE ENVIRONMENT
Edited by Attilio Bisio and Sharon G. Boots
"This condensed version of the Encyclopedia of Energy Technology and the Environment contains a wealth of information...No other single-volume encyclopedia of energy or the environment comes close to the depth of information found here. Highly recommended for any collection..."—CHOICE
0-471-14827-X  2-volumes  1,592 pp.
1996  $195.00
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Swets Subscription Service
An international subscription service offering:

Professional Serials Management

Local customer service supported by the worldwide resources of the Swets organization

Bibliographic database of over 200,000 titles, with free on-line access for customers.

SwetsNet

On-Line access to electronic journals

Customized financial & administrative management reports

Electronic interfacing with major ILS systems

Access to thousands of Tables of Contents, Abstracts, and Full-Text journals via the Web

Advanced searching capabilities

User - customized options:

TOC Alert: receive TOC's via e-mail
SDI Searching: customized automatic searching
User Favorites: setup your own list of important titles

A single source for administration & access for electronic journals

Visit Our Exhibit!
Stop by our exhibit at the ACRL Conference in booth # 140 or at the SLA Conference in booth # 841 to see a demonstration of SwetsNet!!

SWETS

Subscription Service

440 Creamery Way, Suite A
Exton, PA 19341
Tel: 800-447-9387
e-mail: info@swetsinc.com
Collection Manager

Now includes Tables of Contents!

Cast a wider search net with keyword searching of chapter titles. Make informed selections by reviewing Tables of Contents online.

Tables of Contents are part of the growing set of Collection Manager features that include:

- Flexible selection and ordering
- Interfaces with local acquisitions systems
- Intuitive presentation of approval profiles
- Online review of new title announcements

To begin using Collection Manager contact...

BLACKWELL'S BOOK SERVICES
Lake Oswego - Blackwood - Oxford
For more information contact:
Matt Neuman
6024 SW Jean Road, Building G
Lake Oswego, Oregon 97035
Telephone: 1-800-547-8426
E-mail: mktg@blackwell.com
WWW: http://www.blackwell.com
Indispensable Reference Resources from Academic Press

Encyclopedia of Creativity
Edited by Mark A. Runco and Steven Pritzker
This is a sourcebook for individuals seeking specialized information about creativity and motivation. Subjects encompass virtually any topic that touches upon the subject of creativity. Entries are in alphabetical order with cross-references to other topics and entries. The text is written in easy-to-understand terms and is enhanced by illustrations and photographs throughout.

Two-Volume Set
Prepublication Price: $250.00*
March 1999, c. 1200 pp., $300.00 (tentative)
ISBN: 0-12-227075-4
*Prepublication price valid through last day of month following publication.

Encyclopedia of Violence, Peace, and Conflict
Edited by Lester R. Kurtz
This four-volume set takes advantage of increasing, worldwide awareness in the public, private, commercial, and academic sectors about manifestations of violence in all segments of society. While the contributors do not use the Encyclopedia to make specific arguments, they do describe and clarify the developments in thought that have led to current theories about and positions on violence and peace.

Four-Volume Set
Prepublication Price: $525.00*
March 1999, c. 2175 pp., $625.00 (tentative)
ISBN: 0-12-227010-X
*Prepublication price valid through last day of month following publication.

Encyclopedia of Mental Health
Edited by Howard S. Friedman
"The articles cover a wide range of subjects. As one would expect, there are entries for various disorders and therapies: Alzheimer's disease, behavior therapy, mood disorders, to name a few. Other entries examine traits such as charisma and shyness or diseases problems associated with substances like alcohol and caffeine. Numerous articles focus on the mental health aspects of stressful situations—bereavement, chronic illness, commuting. Neurology is treated in articles such as brain scanning/neuroimaging. In his preface, the editor states that particular attention has also been paid to 'the family and developmental context for mental health and impairment,' evident in articles like family therapy, child sexual abuse, and divorce. This is a fine encyclopedia with a great deal of excellent information on subjects of interest to both professional and educated lay readers. Academic, health science, and large public libraries will find it very useful."

Three-Volume Set
1998, 2398 pp., $550.00 ISBN: 0-12-226675-7

Encyclopedia of Applied Ethics
Edited by Ruth Chadwick
"Very clear and comprehensive."
—DR. GEOFFREY F. SCARRE,
Department of Philosophy, University of Durham, U.K.

"Very nice, professional, sophisticated effort."
—PROFESSOR FREDERICK SCHAUER,
John F. Kennedy School of Government,
Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts, U.S.A.

Four-Volume Set
1997, 3101 pp., $625.00 ISBN: 0-12-227065-7

Encyclopedia of Gerontology
Edited by James E. Birren
"This work has been edited by the distinguished gerontologist Birren...An international editorial group of five distinguished scholars on gerontology decided the content and identified prospective writers for the input on the emerging topics within the scope of gerontology... A comprehensive index, a few appropriate illustrations, and many tables add to the overall excellence and usefulness of the work. This encyclopedia will prove an authoritative reference source for all libraries serving students or professionals in the many disciplines that bear upon gerontology."

—AMERICAN REFERENCE BOOKS ANNUAL

Two-Volume Set
1996, 1474 pp., $365.00 ISBN: 0-12-226860-1
www.academicpress.com/aging

Prices and publication dates subject to change without notice.
©1998 by Academic Press. All Rights Reserved. U/C&GR-600049-259
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SUBSCRIPTION SAVINGS USING INTERNET-BASED SOLUTIONS

For well over a quarter century, Cambridge Scientific Abstracts journals have provided bibliographic access to over 7,500 sources of scientific data published worldwide.

Now, most of the 58 journals that we publish are searchable on the Internet, updated weeks or months before the print or CD version goes to press. Subscription advantages include:

- **15% savings** from electronic-only option, plus much higher savings in 2000

- **Perpetual rights** to data published during your subscription

- **1-year backfile** at no additional cost

- **Campus-wide access** for an unlimited number of users

- **Cost-effective alternative** for keeping up with 7,500 sources of scientific data

- **Option to access complete archive** cumulated from 10 – 30 years of data

For a sample copy or 30-day complimentary access to any electronic journal, please contact your subscription agent or Cambridge Scientific Abstracts:

Web Site: www.csa.com/journals
- Fax: +1 301-961-6720
- E-Mail: journals@csa.com

FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT OUR WEB SITE: WWW.CSA.COM/JOURNALS

Against the Grain / April 1999
5,000 Years. 70,000 Events. One Source.

Chronology of World History is the ultimate timeline, stretching over five millennia, from 3000 BC to the present, cataloging the vast continuum of world history in virtually every area of human endeavor.

This altogether new work represents the most ambitious and comprehensive chronology ever created. Whether your interest is music or monarchies, science or sports, you'll find authoritative and compulsively readable coverage here. You'll discover fascinating juxtapositions of events in a wide range of fields as the chronology unfolds, month by month and year by year.

Features:
- 3,200 fact-packed pages
- 70,000 events
- 1.8 million words
- 27 contributing editors
- 100-plus sidebars providing detailed, at-a-glance information about important people and events
- Rich representation of social, political, scientific, and artistic events and persons
- Thoroughly worldwide scope
- Full indexes for each volume
- Rigorous scholarly review of all material

Download a sample page from www.abc-clio.com or call 1-800-368-6868 to speak with a sales specialist

Editorial Board:
T.C.W. Blanning (University of Cambridge)
Bruce Schulman (Boston University)
John Sutherland (University College, London)
Alison Scott (Bowling Green State University)

Roy Porter (Wellcome Institute for the History of Medicine)
David Feldman (Birkbeck College)

April 1999 ca. 3,200pp.
ISBN 0-7660-155-3 8x11
$375.00 (set) Prepublication $337.50

ABC CLIO
ABC-CLIO 130 Cremona Drive
Santa Barbara, CA 93117

PHONE: (800) 368-6868 (805) 968-1911
FAX: (805) 685-9685
WEBSITE: www.abc-clio.com
If you think we're just a small company, you should see the size of Kathi's rolodex.

EMERY-PRATT DEALS WITH OVER 70,000 PUBLISHING SOURCES. FORTUNATELY, YOU CAN DEAL WITH JUST ONE.

At Emery-Pratt, Kathi is usually two steps ahead of everyone. She meets with publishers about exciting new books that aren't even available to the public yet. And by the time the public does hear about them, she's already shipping them off to our customers around the country. With so many publishing sources, we are better able to find all the books our library customers want the most. Somehow Kathi always knows what's hot and where to find it. How does she do it? She says it's experience. We think she might just have a sixth sense about it.

The next time you order books, give us a call. We're sure Kathi can get them all for you.

Emery-Pratt

Book Distributors since 1873
1966 West Main St., Owosso, MI 48867-9989
Phone (toll-free) 1 800 248-3887
Fax (toll-free) 1 800 523-6379
E-mail: mail@emery-pratt.com
Internet: www.emery-pratt.com

VISIT OUR NEW WEBSITE TO SEARCH FOR BOOKS, PLACE ORDERS, AND MUCH MORE.

THE NICEST PEOPLE IN THE BOOK BUSINESS
Mary Ann Liebert, Inc., publishers of authoritative journals and book titles in the most exciting and promising areas of biomedical research, clinical medicine, surgery, and law, is proud to announce that 7 primary research journals will be available electronically from the first issue of the 1999 volume-year. Mary Ann Liebert, Inc. has employed CatchWord Ltd., a recognized leader in on-line publishing services to provide subscribers world-wide prompt access to online content.

AMONG THE NUMEROUS BENEFITS ARE

- **Single-site license**, with I.P. Address validation. The librarian or systems administrator determines and defines user access at your site
- A variety of **Browser/Viewer options** for all platform and network configurations: Adobe Acrobat, RealPage, or browsers supporting the emerging XML-based formats—the choice is yours!
- **Full searchability** of plain text, keywords, abstracts, references, tables, authors, etc., using connectors and delimiters, making research more efficient than ever
- Text, graphics, formulae, and tables are **clear and easily printed**—layout just like print
- New issues are **available online sooner** than when the print version arrives
- **Dependable and fast connectivity**, 24 hours a day, seven days a week, ensured by a global network of 10 dedicated servers

- Convenient interfacing and gateway access via **third party aggregators**, such as FirstSearch, Ebsco Online, SwetsNet, Information Quest, Blackwell’s Electronic Journal Navigator, and L@SER
- Unique **value-added** features, such as multi-functional active referencing; references and citations are hyperlinked to other articles on the RealPage system, and/or to external information resources on the Web, such as the PubMed and the Web of Science
- **Free technical support** from our service provider
- Guaranteed indefinite **archiving** of material on two or more strategic servers
- **Choice of subscription options**! Get the benefits of both print subscription and online access at a special combination price, or subscribe to the online version only at the same price as print

Mary Ann Liebert, Inc.
2 Madison Avenue • Larchmont, NY 10538
(914) 834-3100 • Fax: (914) 834-1388
E-mail: info@liebertpub.com
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**VISIT US ON THE WEB**
www.liebertpub.com
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Our mission is to publish outstanding information. Period.
Libraries and IEEE, for people, not for profit.
1999 PUBLICATIONS

Are these publications in your library? If not, Subscribe Today!

A Resource of the Highest Quality
Annual Reviews has been consistently ranked among the highest scientific publications indexed by the Institute of Scientific Information.

Your Time is Important — Annual Reviews Saves You Time
Distinguished researchers and editors synthesize and filter the vast amount of primary research to guide you to the principal contributions of the discipline.

The Latest Developments in Your Field
Each year, Annual Reviews critically reviews the most significant primary research literature to help you keep up to date.

Also available online:
Topics, authors, abstracts, and back volumes for all Annual Reviews, and other useful features.

Discounted back volumes are also available. Contact Annual Reviews for more information.

Online Access When You Need It!
Annual Reviews Online at www.AnnualReviews.org

Current print subscribers to Annual Reviews receive free online access to each series that they subscribe to, as well as access to back volumes as they become available. Each article is its own search engine, providing a gateway to the essential primary research literature referenced within each topic.

PRIORITY ORDER CODE: JA-ATG9 Please mention this code when placing orders.
PLACE YOUR ORDER BY PHONE, FAX, MAIL, INTERNET OR THROUGH YOUR SUBSCRIPTION AGENT

ANNUAL REVIEWS
a nonprofit scientific publisher
4139 El Camino Way
P.O. Box 10139
Palo Alto, CA 94303-0139 USA

Call Toll-Free in U.S. and Canada
800-523-8635
Call from anywhere in the world
650-493-4400 Ext. 1

FAX from anywhere in the world
650-424-0910

World Wide Web www.AnnualReviews.org
E-mail services@annualrev.org
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NOTABLE WOMEN IN WORLD HISTORY
A Guide to Recommended Biographies and Autobiographies
By Lynda G. Adamson
"Recommended for academic reference collections, high school and beyond, and for larger public libraries."...the entries are interesting enough in themselves to invite perusal. A student can use this reference for a short biography on women not found in other references, to locate published material on a specific woman, or to find ideas for a research topic. Highly recommended. — The Book Report

ENCyclopedia OF THE VATICAN AND PAPACY
Edited by Frank J. Coppa
A major reference work on the Vatican as a political, cultural, historical, and religious influence on the modern world. This comprehensive source book focuses on the Vatican from the Renaissance through the 1990s.

Banned in the Media
A Reference Guide to Censorship in the Press, Motion Pictures, Broadcasting, and the Internet
By Herbert N. Foerstel
"This is a particularly vital book for high school and reference libraries. Highly recommended." — The Book Report

Libraries, Immigrants, and the American Experience
By Plummer Alston Jones, Jr.
Contributions in Librarianship and Information Science, No. 92
Documents the history of American public library work with immigrants from 1876, the beginning of librarianship as a profession, through 1948, when the American Library Association Committee on Work with the Foreign Born disbanded.

J.J.P. Oud and the International Style
A Bio-Bibliography
By Donald Langmead
Bio-Bibliographies in Art and Architecture, No. 5
A bibliographic guide to writings on and about the Dutch architect J.J.P. Oud.

Contemporary African American Novelists
A Bio-Bibliographical Critical Sourcebook
Edited by Emmanuel S. Nelson
Surveys the lives and works of 79 contemporary African American novelists, with each entry providing a biography, a discussion of issues and themes, a summary of the critical reception, and a bibliography of primary and secondary sources.
Greenwood Press. 1999. 552 pages. 0-313-30501-3. $95.00.

Historical Dictionary of School Segregation and Desegregation
The American Experience
By Jeffrey A. Raffel
"Each well-written and logically organized entry in this unique dictionary has its own bibliography to support the non-judgmental definitions supplied. ... A bibliographical essay and an extensive, nine-page bibliography add to the utility of this appropriately priced volume." — Library Journal
Greenwood Press. 1998. 376 pages. 0-313-29562-6. $75.00.

The Encyclopedia of Parenting Theory and Research
Edited by Charles A. Smith
Gives a comprehensive summary of research on parents and parent-child relationships.
Greenwood Press. 1999. 512 pages. 0-313-28699-5. $95.00.

Women's Roles in Ancient Civilizations
A Reference Guide
Edited by Bella Zweig
"The collection provides a cornucopia of information and insights." — Phyliss Tribble
Professor of Biblical Studies
Wake Forest University, Divinity School

PLACE YOUR ORDER TOLL-FREE
24 HOURS-A-DAY 1-800-225-5800

88 Post Road West • P.O. Box 5007 • Westport, CT 06881-5007 • Telephone (203) 226-3571 • Office FAX (203) 222-1502

Visit us on the web at http://www.greenwood.com
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Subscribers to both MathSciNet and AMS Electronic Journals can now link from reviews to original articles published by the AMS and other publishers and from AMS electronic journal references to MathSciNet reviews.
Have you looked at the Book House lately?

- Discount Incentive Plan
- Premium Standing Order Title Discounts
- Participating PromptCat® vendor for firm orders
- Online order status from our website

www.thebookhouse.com

- Prepub specials available on significant sci/tech titles
- Shelf-ready processing options
- Slip Notification Program

These expanded services and more are available from one source -- at the same address we’ve had for over 36 years. As we grow to meet the needs of our valued customers, you can trust that our foundation of quality service will always be the same.

Jobbers Serving Libraries with
ANY BOOK IN PRINT
Phone: (800) 248-1146
Fax: (800) 858-9716
e-mail: bhinfo@thebookhouse.com
Biochemical Journal
Chairman of Editorial Board: Ken Siddle (Cambridge, UK)
http://www.BiochemJ.org

The Biochemical Journal is available online offering many additional advantages:
- Full online access to papers from 1996 to date
- Abstracts from 1976
- Electronic multi-media adjuncts
- Medline links
- Inter-journal linking
- PDF file to mount on your own website

Plus
Full text searching; full text and graphics display; e-mail current awareness service; improved navigation; table of contents; and pdf files for any article.

Subscription – 1999: Volumes 337-344 (24 issues)
North America: US$1830.00 Rest of World: £1040.00

Biotechnology and Applied Biochemistry
Editor-in-Chief: Roger Lundblad (Duarte, USA)
http://bab.portlandpress.co.uk

In addition to all the features of Biochemical Journal Online, the full text of papers for Biotechnology & Applied Biochemistry are now published online as soon as they are ready, several weeks before the printed edition.

It includes scholarly articles and reviews concerning the expression, purification, characterization and application of biological macromolecules in therapeutics and diagnostics.

Subscription – 1999: Volumes 29-30 (6 issues)
North America: US$227.00 Rest of World: £130.00

Clinical Science
Editor-in-Chief: Kim Bartlett (Newcastle-upon-Tyne, UK); Regional Editor (Americas): Aubrey Taylor (Mobile, USA); (Pacific Rim): Stephen Harrap (Melbourne, Australia);
http://cs.portlandpress.co.uk

Full access to online papers from 1998, abstracts from 1997 plus all the features of Biochemical Journal Online.

Publishes articles and reviews on all aspects of clinical investigation, including biochemical, physiological, immunological, cellular, molecular biological and other approaches of relevance to disease in man.

Subscription – 1999: Volumes 96-97 (12 issues)
North America: US$480.00 Rest of World: £265.00

Free to subscribers

Full free access to these online journals is restricted to institutions that have a subscription to the printed version. If you are a subscribing library, contact us to ensure you have access to these online journals.

Contact: support@portlandpress.co.uk

Enquiries to:
Portland Press Ltd,
Commerce Way,
Colchester, CO2 8HP, UK
Tel: +44 1206 796351
Fax: +44 1206 799331
sales@portlandpress.co.uk
www.portlandpress.co.uk

Portland Press is the not-for-profit subsidiary of the Biochemical Society publishing journals and books in the life sciences.

All orders should be sent to Portland Press at the address above.
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Reference Reviews Europe Annual

Casalini Libri takes great pleasure in presenting Reference Reviews Europe Annual. With its abstracted reviews and bibliographical citations in English, RREA is a unique source for identifying and assessing the value of European reference works for academic libraries.


Annual subscription: Ltr. 36,000/us$ 24 (€ 18.59)
Are you ready for the year 2000?
We are.

So join us in a new era of health science information!

A tradition of personalized service. A commitment to tomorrow's scientific advances. You'll find both and more at Rittenhouse Book Distributors. With Rittenhouse, you'll discover one-stop access to the most authoritative and informative text, CD-ROM, and on-line products from more than 300 health science publishers!

Rittenhouse works with you...
- Superior Customer Service assures your order of the personal attention it deserves.
- On-Line and Web-Based Ordering makes getting the titles you need easier than ever.
- Special Discount Programs let you save big on the titles you need most.
- Same Day Shipping and Order Fulfillment puts top titles in your hands quickly.
- Customized Statistical Reporting includes recall/out-of-print lists and back order status reports.

To make your job even easier, Rittenhouse delivers...
- Approval Plans
- OCLC PromptCat® Service
- Series and Standing Order Plans
- Author Affiliation Notification Service
- Web-Based Ordering

Y2K compliance ensures uninterrupted service!

Make Rittenhouse your official book distributor for the new millennium!

RITTENHOUSE

511 Foheley Drive • King of Prussia, PA 19406 • Phone: (800) 345 6425 • Fax: (800) 23 7468
Email: customer.service@rittenhouse.com • World Wide Web: http://www.rittenhouse.com
EDI: (800) 356 9318 • On-Line: (800) 372 2665
Save 10% with new online-only journal subscriptions

AIP continues to include online editions with print at no addition charge. In 1999, for the first time, we also offer online-only subscriptions to libraries at 10% off the price of a print subscription. Libraries outside the U.S. will save even more, as there are no shipping costs associated with AIP online editions. You may also apply these online discounts to combination subscriptions for even greater savings.

Committed to preserving a permanent online archive

AIP is dedicated to maintaining its online content and making it accessible to subscribers. With AIP on-site and off-site archive and year-end user-mountable CD-ROMs, you’re assured permanent access to AIP’s online journal content. You can view AIP’s complete archive policy statement on the web at www.aip.org/journals/archive/.

Need an article fast? Get it anytime—online.

Online document delivery from the American Institute of Physics gives you access to over 100,000 articles from more than 35 of the most prestigious journals in science and technology—at prices much lower than other document delivery providers. You can find the articles you need by browsing AIP’s Online Journal Publishing Service (ojps.aip.org) or SPIN database. Articles can be ordered via credit card on a secure online form, and every order is absolutely confidential.

Stretch your budget—save up to 35% with combination subscriptions

To help you address the increasing pressures on serials budgets, AIP now offers an expanded variety of combination subscriptions—including new online subscriptions. By subscribing to a combination package, you may find—as have many libraries—that you can reduce your subscription costs while adding titles to your collection. AIP offers eight different packages, with savings that range from $52 to $17,432.

For comments, questions, or inquiries on any AIP product, including journals, Conference Proceedings, and online document delivery, call us at 516-576-2411, e-mail mktg@aip.org, or write Marketing Dept., 500 Sunnyside Blvd., Woodbury, NY 11797.
Sometimes it can take hours for researchers to find just the right piece of information when they have to look through a wide range of electronic journals. That's why we created EBSCO Online®.

EBSCO Online, the powerful electronic journals service from EBSCO Subscription Services, lets users access the full text of the most up-to-date and well-respected electronic journals available. And its flexible search options make locating information a snap.

One system. One URL. One way to solve research problems.

EBSCO Online. Because searching for information shouldn't be like looking for a ... well, you know.
COUTTS

WORKING AS PART OF YOUR TEAM

We can handle all your book acquisition needs.

When you put Coutts on your team, you gain extensive knowledge of the book trade:
- bibliographic accuracy
- a single source to handle both the mainstream as well as esoteric publications
- personalized service
- book approval plans tailored to your specific and dynamic collection management requirements.

We handle firm orders, book approval plans, new title programs (notification slip service), continuations/standing orders, book processing and provide electronic access to information and PC software for ordering. Let our professional selectors and knowledgeable customer service specialists provide you with our, innovative cost-effective service.

Please call or write for more information.

1823 Maryland Avenue, Niagara Falls, New York, 14302-1000 (716) 282-8627 Fax: (905) 356-5064, 1-800-772-4304

It's Here...

Web-Based Ordering

Order your books and multimedia through the World Wide Web with Majors.

- Link directly to our in-house database
- Search bib cites and table of contents using boolean logic
- View current inventory balance at each Majors branch
- View inventory on order with publishers
- Receive immediate confirmation on all orders
- Access all data real-time

www.majors.com
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FIVE Reasons to Subscribe...

1. In-depth Review Articles – extended literature reviews in each monthly issue authored by leading researchers, refereed by AMR's prestigious Board of Associate Editors.

2. Abstracts – 1,550 subject-classified abstracts from some 475 international journals in every issue. Selected by technical editors actively involved in research, all abstracts are classified in accordance with a comprehensive scheme with extensive cross-indexing.

3. Book Reviews – experts critically evaluate about a dozen books in each issue and summarize the contents of many others.

4. Annual Index – printed as a separate issue and providing author, subject, and keyword indices for review articles, book reviews and abstracts, as well as a host of other useful features.

5. Annual CD-ROM – containing over 100,000 citations compiled from AMR abstracts since 1989, which are searchable by title, author, source journal, classification, author affiliation, keyword, and more.

FORTHCOMING REVIEW ARTICLES

Geometry and strength of general helicoidal shells, by SN Krykshapko [Russian People's Friendship University, Moscow]

Multidimensional modeling of impinging sprays on the wall in diesel engines, by J Senca and HG Fujimoto [Doshisha University, Kyoto, Japan]

Progress in structural dynamics with stochastic parameter variations: 1967–1998, by CS Manchhar [Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore, India], RA Ibrahim [Wayne State University, Detroit]

Optimization of structures in unilateral contact, by D Hilding, A Klarbring, and J Petersson [Linkoping University, Linkoping, Sweden]

FORTHCOMING BOOK REVIEWS

Computational Gasdynamics by Cr Laney of Univ of Colorado (Cambridge UP, 1998)

Seismic Wave Propagation and Scattering in the Heterogeneous Earth by H Sato of Tohoku Univ, and MC Mehler of Los Almos National Lab [Springer-Verlag, 1999]

Vibrations of Elasto-Plastic Bodies by V Pal'mov of St Petersburg State Tech Univ, Russia [Springer-Verlag, 1998]


WHY DO MORE LIBRARIES CHOOSE BOOKS IN PRINT?

RECENTLY, an independent research firm conducting a national survey told us that more libraries use the BOOKS IN PRINT family than any other source of book information. When we asked why, we discovered that your answers fell into two categories:

"BOOKS IN PRINT helps me serve patrons better."

Often, patrons ask librarians about a book they don’t know much about. With BOOKS IN PRINT ON DISC, you can locate virtually any title—even if your patron knows only a word from the title, the subject, the illustrator, or another tiny fragment of information.

When a patron comes to you with the question “Are there any books on...”, you can easily answer the question using BOOKS IN PRINT ON DISC’s fast and powerful search capabilities. You can even easily print out a customized bibliography in a few minutes.

Plus, when a patron asks you what a book is about, you can refer to BOOKS IN PRINT’s 200,000 descriptive annotations or the 330,000 full-text reviews in BOOKS IN PRINT with BOOK REVIEWS ON DISC.

"BOOKS IN PRINT makes my job easier."

BOOKS IN PRINT ON DISC helps you speed through verification processes since it gives you quick access to ISBNs, exact titles, prices, authors, contributor information, distributor and publisher addresses and phone numbers, return policies, and much more.

You can also automatically print POs, cataloging records and electronic orders without retyping. Plus, BOOKS IN PRINT ON DISC simplifies your record-keeping by letting you download information directly into your word processing programs.

In addition, you can save ordering data in a format 25 vendors will accept—not just Baker & Taylor. And forthcoming titles are flagged to help you locate the new titles that are right for your collection!

Order Now! 30-Day Money-Back Guarantee!

You can’t understand the true value of BOOKS IN PRINT till you use it yourself. That’s why we’re making BOOKS IN PRINT ON DISC and BOOKS IN PRINT with BOOK REVIEWS ON DISC available with a 30-day money-back guarantee!
To find out more, check out our website (www.info@bowker.com). Or to order, call now. Be sure to ask about our budget-friendly update plans!
Kluwer Online

Kluwer's Journals on the World Wide Web

- full-text PDF files — including figures, tables, and high-resolution images — of all articles (from 1997) from nearly 400 journals
- easy, no maintenance access via one-time domain-name registration: no IDs or passwords required
- full search capabilities allow cross-holdings look-up from one search page
- take electronic access to only the journals you want (no bundling requirements)
- single-site, multi-site, or consortial licenses available
- access directly through Kluwer, or your regular subscription agent
- includes science/technology journals formerly published by Thomson Science/Chapman and Hall; Plenum journals to be added in 2000

http://www.kluweronline.nl

Partners
Blackwell's (800) 221-3306 www.blackwells.com
Dawson/Faxon (800) 429-3232 www.informationquest.com
EBSCO (800) 633-4804 www.ebsco.com
OCLC (602) 848-5878 www.oclc.org
Swets & Zeitlinger Inc. (609) 445-2828 www.swetsnet.com

Americas
Kluwer Academic Publishers 101 Phillip Drive Assinippi Park Norwell, MA 02061 Tel: (781) 871-6311, ext. 201 Fax: (781) 871-6528 email: adam.chesler@wkap.com

Europe, Asia, Africa, and Australia
Kluwer Academic Publishers Spuiboulevard 50 3311 GR Dordrecht The Netherlands Tel: +31 78 6392 213 Fax: +31 78 6392 323 email: jan.hattink@wkap.nl
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MIDWEST LIBRARY SERVICE

from Gutenberg to McLuhan,
Galileo to galaxies—
We cover a universe of books.

PROMPTLY
From major new titles to the obscure "black hole,"
we waste no time.

ACCURATELY
From invoices to status reports, we get it right.

COMPLETELY
From first shipment to completion,
we offer maximum fulfillment.

COMPETITIVELY
From trade discounts to short, we give you your money's worth.

These four pillars form the foundation of Midwest's many years of service to libraries. Depend on us as your source for U.S. and Canadian books. Save valuable time, effort, and expense by relying on our:
- Expertise in automation services
- Exacting customer service
- Commitment to excellence
- Goal of maximum fulfillment

Call on us for:  ■ Firm Orders  ■ Standing Orders
■ Approval Programs  ■ Technical Support Services

Midwest Library Service

11443 St. Charles Rock Road
Bridgeton, Missouri 63044-2789 ■ USA
800-325-8833 ■ 314-739-3100
FAX 800-962-1009

A Complete Library Service